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News: 

1- - - - - - - 
BBC Persian, 09.01.2014. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Haddad-Adel Thanks Zarghami [head of Iranian National 

Broadcasting], for Dismissing the Presenter Who Said ‘SMS’ 

Instead of ‘Payamak’ 

It is forbidden to use foreign words in correspondence and on products manufactured in Iran 

according to a law adopted in 1994 that prohibits the use of foreign names, words, and 

phrases. 

In an interview with Iranian state television's Channel Two, Gholam Ali Haddad-Adel, 

President of the Academy of Persian Language and Literature, said that “Islam is one of the 

important pillars of our national identity; however, we also have additional pillars, including 

the ancient Persian language and its literature, which also give us our identity.” 

He added that if a store owner writes foreign names on products and signs, “the solution is to 

not shop from stores showing disrespect to Persian.  If store owners have betrayed the 

Persian language and script, and don’t value it, then people should not shop in their stores.” 

He criticized the use of foreign words by some reporters and television presenters stating 

that, “if a television morning show host rejects the words approved by the Academy, they are 

actually insulting the language of the nation.” 

During the television interview, Haddad-Adel thanked Mr. Zarghami [head of Iranian 

National Broadcasting] for dismissing the television presenter who continued to use the 

word "SMS" [short message service] instead of the Persian equivalent given by the Academy 

"despite of all the warnings.” 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/persian/arts/2014/01/140109_l41_language_book_hadad.shtml 

(accessed: 17.02.14) 

 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/persian/arts/2014/01/140109_l41_language_book_hadad.shtml
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2- - - - - - - 

Digarban, 24.01.2014. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Deputy Commander of Iranian Revolutionary Guards for cultural affairs: 

The Mission of Revolutionary Guards and the Volunteer Militia is to 

protect the Persian Language 

The Revolutionary Guards Army's Cultural Activities Arm Chair Hamidreza Moghaddamfar 

emphasized that protecting and cherishing the Persian language are important roles of the 

Revolutionary Guards and the Volunteer Militia (Basij). Moghaddamfar called attention to the 

destruction of the Persian language by other cultures due to neglect by authorities. 

The Supreme Leader Khamenei has warned in the past about the isolation of the Persian 

language and asked for further strengthening of it. 

http://www.digarban.com/node/16598 (Accessed: 17.02.14) 

 

3- - - - - - - 

Mehr News Agency, 27.01.2014. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Teaching mother languages in the provinces is a trap 

The majority of Academy of Persian Language and Literature members have declared that 

they are against "mother tongue education" discussions as introduced by the Ministry of 

Education. They consider that mother languages educating will undermine and create a 

serious threat to the Persian language. 

Mohammad Ali Movahed, a member of the Academy, said on the subject: "The government 

should not interfere. We have our standard language which is our official language, if the 

government neglects that and allows indigenous languages then our mission becomes 

difficult." 

Mohammad Dabir Moghaddam, also a member of the Academy, said that "it is important that 

scientific research regarding these languages is conducted, as they are varied with regards 

to accents and dialects. Adopting a standard will be a tough issue." Within this context, the 

Academy's Baheaddin Khoramshah, also thinks that the governmnent "should determine the 

range of mother language usage, and should also explain if mother language education 

should be given, to what extent and in what form."  

http://www.digarban.com/node/16598
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Salim Neysari, also a member of the Academy of Persian Language and Literature, 

expressed that "some people equate showing an affection for an ethnic identity with receiving 

education in an ethnic language. This perception is very dangerous. In Iran, we are very 

lucky because Great Ferdowsi built an unshakable foundation for the Persian language and 

today we are very proud that we have such a strong language alongside Islam." He 

emphasized that with regards to mother language education, the country needs to be careful 

not to avoid various problems in the future. 

Mojtabaei Fathollah, also with the Academy, has "no doubt that this issue has been imported 

from outside Iran. We've seen this done by the British in India. Today, England and our 

northern neighbors want to bring this issue into our country.” He also added that "the surest 

method to keep a nation lagging behind is to maintain indifference to a nation's own 

language. To use our mother languages (languages other than Persian in Iran) as the 

languages of science and education sets us back. This issue is a dangerous trap." 

At the end of the session, the President of the Academy of Persian Language and Literature, 

Gholamreza Haddad Adele, stated the issue this way: "We have to be careful not gamble 

with national assets, like the Persian Language, for temporary and inconclusive gains."  

http://www.mehrnews.com/detail/News/2222873 (Accessed: 17.02.14) 

 

4- - - - - - - 

Fararu, 14.11.2010. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Criticism of Tall Women at Shams Tabrizi Congress 

The Islamic Republic newspaper has written a critical review about what happened at the 

Shams Tabrizi Congress held in November 2010 at the Shaheed Chemran Convention 

Center at the University of Urmia. Highlighted criticism include: 

1. Special, traditional Turkish clothes were worn by female staff members; 

2. Large amounts of money were spent to organize a concert, and bring a musical group 

from the Republic of Azerbaijan to the conference;  

3. Sufism and dervishism propaganda present; and, 

4. The presence of tall women with unsuitable make-up and unusual traditional clothing. 

-http://fararu.com/fa/news/61035/%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%AA%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%AF
-8%B2%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%86%D-%D8%AD%D8%B6%D9%88%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D8%B2
-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D9%82%D8%AF%D8%A8%D9%84%D9%86%D8%AF

: 17.02.14)(Accessed %D9%87%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B4 

http://www.mehrnews.com/detail/News/2222873
http://fararu.com/fa/news/61035/%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%AA%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D8%AD%D8%B6%D9%88%D8%B1-%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%86-%D9%82%D8%AF%D8%A8%D9%84%D9%86%D8%AF-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D9%87%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B4
http://fararu.com/fa/news/61035/%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%AA%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D8%AD%D8%B6%D9%88%D8%B1-%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%86-%D9%82%D8%AF%D8%A8%D9%84%D9%86%D8%AF-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D9%87%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B4
http://fararu.com/fa/news/61035/%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%AA%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D8%AD%D8%B6%D9%88%D8%B1-%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%86-%D9%82%D8%AF%D8%A8%D9%84%D9%86%D8%AF-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D9%87%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B4
http://fararu.com/fa/news/61035/%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%AA%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D8%AD%D8%B6%D9%88%D8%B1-%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%86-%D9%82%D8%AF%D8%A8%D9%84%D9%86%D8%AF-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D9%87%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B4
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5- - - - - - - 

Tirpress, 08.09.2013. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Disappointment at the deletion of the city of Tabriz name from a 

Persian poem  

The Tirpress news site declares that it is regrettable that the name of the city of Tabriz was 

removed from the poem "Hey Persian Language" in the sixth grade textbook used to teach 

the Persian language and its literature. The word "Tabriz" was removed from a couplet in 

which Tabriz's people's mother tongue is portrayed as being Persian. Tirpress news website 

writes: "... it was done under unfair objections and ongoing pressures from Pan-Turkists. It 

should not have been done... the dear Tabriz name has been removed from this dignified 

couplet. Shame on ..." 

-%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%85-http://www.tirpress.ir/%D8%AD%D8%B0%D9%81

-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D8%A7%D8%B2-D8%A8%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%B2%D8%AA%

: 17.02.14)(Accessed %D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C/12198-%D8%B4%D8%B9%D8%B1 

 

6- - - - - - - 

IRNA News Agency, 07.01.2014. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Is the rich Persian language stranger? 

Historian, Khosro Motazed, claimed in an interview with Tehran Emrooz that during different 

historical periods, Persian has been the language of poetry and correspondence in India, the 

Ottoman Empire, China, Sumatra, Egypt, the Caucasus, Hong Kong, Macau, Iraq, Syria and 

even Malta.  Given his findings, he criticizes disregarding the Persian language in institutions 

of the state by and defines non-Persian language users as sinister traitors and psychopaths. 

Moreover, he stressed the Persian language as a communication link between Iranians and 

millions of Africans and Asians. 

http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80983306/%D8%B3%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1/%D8%A2%DB%8C%D8%
A7_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D8%BA%D9%86%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8
%B3%DB%8C_%D8%A8%DB%8C%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8
%9F (Accessed: 22.02.14) 

 

 

 

http://www.tirpress.ir/%D8%AD%D8%B0%D9%81-%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%85-%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%B2-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D8%B4%D8%B9%D8%B1-%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C/12198
http://www.tirpress.ir/%D8%AD%D8%B0%D9%81-%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%85-%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%B2-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D8%B4%D8%B9%D8%B1-%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C/12198
http://www.tirpress.ir/%D8%AD%D8%B0%D9%81-%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%85-%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%B2-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D8%B4%D8%B9%D8%B1-%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C/12198
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80983306/%D8%B3%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1/%D8%A2%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D8%BA%D9%86%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%A8%DB%8C%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%9F
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80983306/%D8%B3%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1/%D8%A2%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D8%BA%D9%86%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%A8%DB%8C%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%9F
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80983306/%D8%B3%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1/%D8%A2%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D8%BA%D9%86%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%A8%DB%8C%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%9F
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80983306/%D8%B3%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%B1/%D8%A2%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D8%BA%D9%86%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%A8%DB%8C%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%9F
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7- - - - - - -  

Aftab News Site, 18.09.2013. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Reaction of Haddad against the abolition of his poem from textbooks 

Gholamali Haddad-Adel, the President of the Academy of Persian Language and Literature, 

indicated his unawareness about the abolition of a couplet from his poem called “Hey 

Persian Language” and transmission of the poem to the back cover of school textbooks. The 

couplet which was abolished indicates that the mother tongue of poeple in Tabriz is Persian. 

He clarified the issue in an interview with the IRNA News Agency by saying that: “the poem 

is misunderstood and it is a fact that the mother tongue of the Tabriz and Azerbaijani people 

is Turkish which everyone knows”. However, he emphasised that although the mother 

tongue of Iran’s all ethnic groups is not Persian, the official language of Iran is Persian. 

http://aftabnews.ir/fa/news/210898 (Accesssed: 17.03.14) 

 

8- - - - - - -  

IRNA News Agency, 14.01.2014. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Professor of Tajik State National University: Cyrillic script drifts Tajik 

People away from the Persian language 

“The Cyrillic script is hindering the development process of Tajikistan, lagging the country 

behind and letting it drift away from the rich ocean of the Persian language, as well as 

Islamic and national literary sources,” says Abdullah Khaje Mousazade, a professor of Tajik 

State National University, in an interview with IRNA. He critisized those responsible for 

cultural affairs for not caring about the  Persian language and its [Perso-Arabic] alphabet, 

and states that the development of the Islamic Republic of Iran within 34 years after the 

revolution is related to the strong attention paid to its national culture, especially with regards 

to developing the Persian language. 

http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80993904/%D8%A2%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D9%88_%D8%A7%D9
%82%DB%8C%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87/%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%
8C%D9%84%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%AC%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D9%87%D8%A7_%D8
%B1%D8%A7_%D8%A7%D8%B2_%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%AF%D9%88%D8
%B1_%DA%A9%D8%B1%D8%AF (erişim: 10.03.14) 

 

 

http://aftabnews.ir/fa/news/210898
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80993904/%D8%A2%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D9%88_%D8%A7%D9%82%DB%8C%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87/%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C%D9%84%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%AC%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D9%87%D8%A7_%D8%B1%D8%A7_%D8%A7%D8%B2_%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B1_%DA%A9%D8%B1%D8%AF
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80993904/%D8%A2%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D9%88_%D8%A7%D9%82%DB%8C%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87/%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C%D9%84%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%AC%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D9%87%D8%A7_%D8%B1%D8%A7_%D8%A7%D8%B2_%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B1_%DA%A9%D8%B1%D8%AF
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80993904/%D8%A2%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D9%88_%D8%A7%D9%82%DB%8C%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87/%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C%D9%84%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%AC%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D9%87%D8%A7_%D8%B1%D8%A7_%D8%A7%D8%B2_%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B1_%DA%A9%D8%B1%D8%AF
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80993904/%D8%A2%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D9%88_%D8%A7%D9%82%DB%8C%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87/%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C%D9%84%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%AC%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D9%87%D8%A7_%D8%B1%D8%A7_%D8%A7%D8%B2_%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B1_%DA%A9%D8%B1%D8%AF
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/80993904/%D8%A2%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%A7_%D9%88_%D8%A7%D9%82%DB%8C%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C%D9%87/%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%B1%DB%8C%D9%84%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%AC%DB%8C%DA%A9_%D9%87%D8%A7_%D8%B1%D8%A7_%D8%A7%D8%B2_%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C_%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B1_%DA%A9%D8%B1%D8%AF
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9- - - - - - -  

IRNA News Agency, 27.01.2014. 

Translation of the news brief: 

A member of Iranian Parliament's Education Commission: Education in 

mother tongues is setting foot on a slippery slope 

According to IRNA, Ghasem Jafari, Member of Parliament for the city of Bojnord and a 

member of the Iranian Parliament's Education and Research Commission, criticized the 

attempts of Hassan Rouhani's government’s to put the question of education in mother 

tongue on the agenda and considered it setting foot on a slippery slope. “It would damage 

the national unity and cause an inter-ethnic schism. By damaging the integrity of Iran, it 

would also help its enemies to achieve their goals,” commented Mr. Jafari. 

http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/81012766/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4/%D8%A2%D9%

85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4_%D8%A8%D9%87_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D9%85%D8%

A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7_%DA%AF%D8%B0%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA%D9%

86_%D8%B1%D9%88%DB%8C_%D8%AC%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%87_%D9%84%D8%BA%D8%B2%D9%

86%D8%AF%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA (Accessed: 22.03.14) 

 
10- - - - - - -  

Asr Iran, 30.04.2012. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Persian Gulf Day- National Day of Honor  

In a published interview by the Iranian Embassy in Sweden, Ambassador Hamid Reza 

Shakeri Niyasar said that according to the national calendar, Persian Gulf Day is May 30. It is 

a day of honor and integrity for Iranians and according to him, Persian Gulf Day is a great 

opportunity to show the unity of all Iranian regardless of their different beliefs, religions, and 

ethnicities. 

http://www.asriran.com/fa/news/212040/ (erişim: 22.03.14) 

 
11- - - - - - -  

Aftab News Site, 01.03.2014. 

Translation of the news brief: 

Vice-President Soltanifar: This year's Ferdowsi commemoration will 

be held worldwide as he deserves 

According to the Aftab News Agency, the Cultural Heritage, Handicraft and Tourism 

Department and the Vice-President, Masoud Soltanifar, said that Ferdowsi’s tomb in 

http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/81012766/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4_%D8%A8%D9%87_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D9%85%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7_%DA%AF%D8%B0%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA%D9%86_%D8%B1%D9%88%DB%8C_%D8%AC%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%87_%D9%84%D8%BA%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/81012766/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4_%D8%A8%D9%87_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D9%85%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7_%DA%AF%D8%B0%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA%D9%86_%D8%B1%D9%88%DB%8C_%D8%AC%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%87_%D9%84%D8%BA%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/81012766/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4_%D8%A8%D9%87_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D9%85%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7_%DA%AF%D8%B0%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA%D9%86_%D8%B1%D9%88%DB%8C_%D8%AC%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%87_%D9%84%D8%BA%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/81012766/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4_%D8%A8%D9%87_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D9%85%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7_%DA%AF%D8%B0%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA%D9%86_%D8%B1%D9%88%DB%8C_%D8%AC%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%87_%D9%84%D8%BA%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/81012766/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4/%D8%A2%D9%85%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%B4_%D8%A8%D9%87_%D8%B2%D8%A8%D8%A7%D9%86_%D9%85%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%B1%DB%8C_%D9%BE%D8%A7_%DA%AF%D8%B0%D8%A7%D8%B4%D8%AA%D9%86_%D8%B1%D9%88%DB%8C_%D8%AC%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%87_%D9%84%D8%BA%D8%B2%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87_%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA
http://www.asriran.com/fa/news/212040/
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Khorasan Razavi province is a major cultural draw to the region. During his visit, Vice-

President Soltanifar remarked from the memorial tomb that more attention be paid to the 

place. He noted that Ferdowsi’s commemoration this year will be recognized internationally, 

as he deserves. 

http://aftabnews.ir/fa/news/233466/ (Accessed: 07.02.14) 

 

12- - - - - - -  

ISNA News Agency, 30.09.2013. 

Translation of the news brief: 

A book called “From Ferdowsi to Ahmad Shamlou” including the 

works of the other twenty Persian poets have been collated and 

analyzed 

The writer Mohammad Baghayi Makan has collated the works of twenty famous Persian 

poets in a recently published book titled “From Ferdowsi to Ahmad Shamlou”, ISNA reports. 

Makan says that these works, which have had a deep influence on Iranian [Persian] 

literature,  have been analyzed in different aspects and perspectives for the book, including 

socially, philosophicaly, politicaly, and mystically. 

http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/92070804826/%D8%A7%D8%B2-

%D9%81%D8%B1%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%AA%D8%A7-

%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%84%D9%88-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-

%DA%A9%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%A8-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C-

%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF (Accessed: 07.02.14) 

 

13- - - - - - -  

The Site of Quds Online, 02.01.2014. 

Translation of the news brief: 

It was expressed in the conference of “Shahnameh in India”: Ferdowsi's 

Shanameh (Book of kings) is in the heart of all Farsi speakers 

At the Culture House, in Mashhad, experts from Iran, Afghanistan and Tajikistan came 

together in a symposium to focus on the topic “Shahnameh in India”.  The symposium 

emphasized that the epic poem Shanameh is not only recognized in Iran but is also 

considered a common cultural icon in Iran, India, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan and by all Farsi 

speakers around the world. 

http://qudsonline.ir/detail/News/194269 (Accessed: 07.02.14) 

http://aftabnews.ir/fa/news/233466/
http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/92070804826/%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D9%81%D8%B1%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%AA%D8%A7-%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%84%D9%88-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%DA%A9%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%A8-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF
http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/92070804826/%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D9%81%D8%B1%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%AA%D8%A7-%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%84%D9%88-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%DA%A9%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%A8-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF
http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/92070804826/%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D9%81%D8%B1%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%AA%D8%A7-%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%84%D9%88-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%DA%A9%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%A8-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF
http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/92070804826/%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D9%81%D8%B1%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%AA%D8%A7-%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%84%D9%88-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%DA%A9%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%A8-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF
http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/92070804826/%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D9%81%D8%B1%D8%AF%D9%88%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%AA%D8%A7-%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%85%D9%84%D9%88-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%DA%A9%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%A8-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%B1%D8%B3%DB%8C-%D8%B4%D8%AF%D9%86%D8%AF
http://qudsonline.ir/detail/News/194269
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14- - - - - - -  

Center for Strategic Reaserch under the Expediency Council, 29.04.2008. 

Translation of the news brief: 

There is no right for anyone to change “Persian Gulf” name by 

considering different purposes  

Members of the Observer Group of the Persian Gulf met Hashemi Rafsanjani on the Persian 

Gulf Day. During the meeting, Rafsanjani pointed out that Iranian people defend the “Persian 

Gulf” name through their sense of patriotism and revolution. Rafsanjani stated that the Pars 

Sea and the Persian Gulf names come from historical resources, especially from Quran, and 

he stressed that “for different reasons that nobody has the right to change this name”. 

http://www.csr.ir/center.aspx?lng=fa&subid=-1&&cntid=1115 (Accessed: 07.03.14) 
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Commentaries and Analyses: 

1- - - - - - -  
The site of Melliun [Iranian Nationalists], 12.12.2006. 

Translation of the declaration brief: 

Long live Iran! 

Long live independence and freedom! 

[The memorial declaration of the National Party of Iran on December 12th, 1946] 

On December 12th (21 Azar), 2006, the National Party of Iran issued a declaration on its 

official website regarding the anniversary of December 12th, 1946, calling it a day of freedom 

for [Iranian] Azerbaijan. According to the declaration, the year-long National Government of 

Azerbaijan, lasting from 1945 to 1946, was a plot by foreigners to divide [Iranian] 

territory.The Party notes that those who plotted the formation of the National Government of 

Azerbaijan were punished by the Iranian nation, including the people of Azerbaijan, on 

December 12th, 1946 as the result of the Iran’s vigilance and intelligence. 

In the declaration, the Party emphasized terminating the Treaties of Gulistan and 

Turkmenchay, which were signed between Iran (Qajar State) and Russia (Tsarists)  [in the 

19th century], and reclaiming the territory it lost, especially Azerbaijan. 

Iran National Party Secretariat, Tehran 

December 12. 2006 

http://melliun.org/hezbemel/hm06/12/1221azar.htm (Accessed: 29.01.14) 

 
2- - - - - - -  
The site of Melliun [Iranian Nationalists], 09.06.2005. 

Translation of the declaration brief: 

Long live Iran! 

Bahrain was brought to her knees in front of the homeland 

In 2006, football World Cup qualifying matches in Asia, Iran beat the Bahrainian national 

team and the National Party of Iran judged it as all of Iran’s honor, effort and patriotism. 

http://melliun.org/hezbemel/hm06/12/1221azar.htm
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In the same declaration, celebrating the big victory, the Iranian National Party defined this 

victory as resistance and solidarity by the Iranian nation and earning respect as a giant 

civilization to its young generation. They published a ‘Happy day to all Iranians’ message. 

Iran National Party secretariat, Tehran 

June 9, 2005 

http://melliun.org/hezbemel/hm05/pirouzi.htm (Accessed: 29.01.14) 

 
3- - - - - - -  
The site of Melliun [Iranian Nationalists], 25.04.2007. 

Translation of the declaration brief: 

Long live Iran! 

The declaration of the Iran National Party on the humiliating film 

‘300’ 

The Iran National Party condemned the film 300 as humiliating and regards the producers as 

ignorant and degenerate capitalists. The Party criticized their immorality and suggested that 

they examine the history of Iranians, especially Medes and Achaemenid. In the declaration, 

the party responded to the degenerate Machiavellian ideology presented in the film, 

reminding people that Iranians have taught the world lessons in knowledge and wisdom for 

2500 years. 

The statement continues, mentioning historical and national personalities such as Cyrus, 

Darius and Zoroaster who have been left open to judgement by Iran’s authorities. In addition, 

given that today’s officials don’t preserve the country’s national heritage, these kinds of 

degradations are absolutely inevitable. It also asked all citizens not to stay silent and 

indifferent against degrading depictions [of their history], and were also asked to get this 

case into the international media and news agencies, and even to international organizations 

such as the United Nations which can intervene in the matter. In the end, it wants to get 

across that concept of Iran and Iranians are everlasting. 

The National Party of Iran Secretariat, Tehran 

April 25, 2007 

http://melliun.org/hezbemel/hm07/04/25300.htm (Accessed: 29.01.14) 

 

http://melliun.org/hezbemel/hm05/pirouzi.htm
http://melliun.org/hezbemel/hm07/04/25300.htm
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4- - - - - - -  
The site of Arya News Agency, 17.02.2014. 

Translation of the reportage brief: 

Arya’s [news agency] Interviews Shahram Shokoohi: Reviving nearly 

forgotten Iranian melodies 

Artist and singer Shahram Shokoohi said to Arya news agency during his interview that, “We 

regretfully have to say our pop music is full of Turkish, Arabic and Greek melodies. Despite 

having rich melodies in our country (Iran), we are unfortunately influenced by a lot of Turkish 

and Arab melodies. By not using Turkish and Arabic melodies we can compose and publish 

melodies locally, for ourselves, which cannot be found in any other country, and which 

cannot be claimed by other cultures. 

 http://www.aryanews.com/News.aspx?code=20140217132931627&svc=143 (Accessed: 17.04.2014)

 

5- - - - - - -  
The site of Azariha.org, 09.02.2014. 

Translation of the analysis brief: 

Aseman Journal issues special edition examining mother tongue: 

mixture of politicization and senseless journalism 

According to the website Azariha.org, Aseman Journal’s seventy-fifth issue is dedicated to 

different aspect of mother language issues. Azariha.org criticizes the six interviews published 

in Aseman Journal, accusing MPs [Members of Parliament] and experts who participated 

interviews of having separatist opinions, which aid the country’s enemies’ objectives. The 

Azariha.org website views the ideas that the participating reformists expressed are against 

territorial integrity and national unity of Iran. By bringing 'mother tongue education' to fruition 

in Iran, they are trying to create conflicts between ethnic groups. The website in question 

accused the lawmakers interviewed by Aseman Journal of conspiring with terrorists. 

http://www.azariha.org/?lang=fa&muid=53&item=1057 (Accessed: 17.04.2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.aryanews.com/News.aspx?code=20140217132931627&svc=143
http://www.aryanews.com/News.aspx?code=20140217132931627&svc=143
http://www.azariha.org/?lang=fa&muid=53&item=1057
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6- - - - - - -  
ISNA News Agency, 24.02.2014. 

Translation of the commentary brief: 

Mohammad Baghai Makan: Nobody Not Anti Mother Tongue, but… 

In an interview with ISNA News Agency, author and researcher Mohammad Baghai Makan 

declared he is not against mother tongue, but given that about 70 languages are spoken in 

Iran, the 'mother tongue education' discourse proposed by some uninformed people, doesn’t 

take into account the destructivity this discourse has on Iran’s [territorial] integrity. He 

criticised such discourses, and stressed that issue is inapplicable and there is no purpose to 

it. He said, "Language, which has a national and official position, is like a country's flag- it has 

a unifying role. If a country could have more than one flag”, he continued, “then a country 

with official multilingualism would be approvable." According to Mr Baghaei Makan, the 

language issue should be determined by experts not the public and considers the Persian 

Language and Literature Institute’s experts’ negative opinion to mother tongue education 

appropriate. 

He agreed that, “everyone living in Iran is Persian, there is no non-Persian and being a 

Persian means you are Iranian.” Mr Baghaei Makan continued by mentioning recent 

celebration of World Mother Language Day, celebrated by Turkish youth in Ahar (Azerbaijan 

- Iran) who were arrested by the Iranian security forces. Instead of arresting [people], the 

public should be properly informed by government owned mass media that mother tongue 

education works against country unity. 

http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/92120502457/ (Accessed: 22.04.2014) 

 

7- - - - - - -  
Qudsonline.ir site, 24.01.2014. 

Translation of the commentary brief: 

Zohreh Tabibzadeh criticizes the plan for educating in mother 

tongue by saying that it is a populist proposal and Ali Younesi’s 

plan is political 

According to a Ghods online (Qudsonline.ir) report, Zohreh Tabibzadeh Nouri, a member of 

Parliament’s Commission of Education and Research (MP), in an interview with a Khaneyeh-

Mellat‘s [the official website of the Iranian Parliament] reporter, criticizes the mother tongue 

education proposal in the Iran Islamic Parliament, by concluding that it is a populist, illogical 

and irrational project.  

http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/92120502457/
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She stressed that this proposal should not be applied at any level of the education system as 

approval of this proposal would lead to a heavy financial burden, as well as disrupt national 

unity, which has been built with the Persian language as a base. 

http://qudsonline.ir/detail/News/184750 (Accessed: 22.04.2014)

 

8- - - - - - -  
Radiozamaneh.com site, 03.03.2014. 

Translation of the commentary brief: 

Haddad-Adel's loves regarding Art of Writing on the wall (graffiti)  

Gholam Ali Haddad-Adel’s (President of the Institute of Persian Language and Literature) 

poem, which praises the Persian language, was applied to the wall of the Saadi Foundation, 

with Nastaliq writing on blue tiles. Prior to that it had been on The Islamic Center of New York 

and Razi School’s walls. Saadi Foundation’s aim is to spread the Persian language in foreign 

countries.  It organizes short-term courses for learners of Persian and for Persian language 

instructors. Haddad-Adel has held various important positions in Iran’s institutions, including 

Chairman of the Islamic Parliament of Iran, as a member of the Expediency Council of 

Regime, the Cultural Revolution High Council, the National Higher Education Council, the 

Iranologi Foundation, the World Ahli-Beyt Board, as President of the Saadi Foundation, 

among others. 

http://www.radiozamaneh.com/127865 (Accessed: 22.04.2014) 

 

9- - - - - - -  
Fars News Agency, 16.04.2013. 

Translation of the commentary brief: 

Cultural appropriation of Iran’s celebrities: this time perhaps “Molana”  

University teacher and literature researcher, Mohammad Baghaei Makan, in an essay on the 

anniversary of the occasion of the death of Molana [Rumi], published by the Fars News agency, points 

out that it is widely well known that the famous works of Molana belong to the Iranian and Persian 

culture. He criticizes Iranian cultural authorities for allowing neighbouring countries, such as Turkey, to 

appropriate Molana’s body of work. Moreover, Baghaei Makan points to another neighboring country, 

Azerbaijan, which is also indebted to the Gulistan and Turkmenchay Treaties, which also tries to take 

cultural ownership of the great Iranian poet Nizami Ganjavi by building a statue of him in Rome. 

http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13920127000734#sthash.FiPiG1AP.dpuf (Accessed: 28.01.14) 

http://qudsonline.ir/detail/News/184750
http://www.radiozamaneh.com/127865
http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13920127000734#sthash.FiPiG1AP.dpuf
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= = = = = = = 

Articles: 

1- - - - - - - 

Kazem Ranjbar, 08.05.2011. 

Translation of the article brief: 

National unity and the role of the mother tongue in it  

Although Iran is multiethnic, the author defines the Persian language (the language of 

Persian ethnicity) as the country's "national language" and as the glue that unifies the people 

of Iran. He also asserts that Iran's other ethnicities' demands of rights to education in their 

mother tongue will cause a cultural gap and eventually disrupt its territorial integrity. It is, he 

argues, a "divisive" political game. The author doesn't think those who put forth demands of 

"self-determination", "autonomy" and of "mother tongue education" as sincere when they vow 

they will defend Iran's territorial integrity.  

Citing Belgium as an example, the author believes that multilingual countries that recognize 

the right to mother tongue education will quickly become fragmented. To talk pretentiously 

about "justice", "freedom" and "human rights" in a tumultuous and conflicted area such as the 

Middle East is judged, by the author, as playing the role of toys under the yoke of imperial 

powers. He also rejects indications that Panfarsist and Persian ethnic nationalism in Iran is 

embedded in the administrative structure of the state and is an essential part of political 

authority. 

(erişim: 17.02.14) http://www.farhangiran.com/content/view/9496 

 

2- - - - - - - 

Elyas Vahedi expert on Turkey and Caucasus issues in IRAS, 16.06.2013. 

Translation of the article brief: 

Meeting of anti-Iran separatists and critique on National Unity 

Strategy in Iran    

On 30th of March 2013, South Azerbaijan National Liberation Front held a seminar that was 

titled “Contemporary South Azerbaijan’s future”. Citizens of the Azerbaijan Republic, 

academics, politicians, international relations specialists, journalists and a member of 

parliament (Ghudrat Hasanghuliyev), as well as some South (Iranian) Azerbaijan-born 

http://www.farhangiran.com/content/view/9496
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Turkish political activists, participated. After, on March 31st, Cavanshir Akhundov, 

Azerbaijan’s ambassador in Tehran, was called to Iran’s Foreign Ministry and was given a 

letter of protest by Abbas Araghchi, the deputy minister. The letter protested that the seminar 

threatened Iran’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, and should have been prohibited by 

state authorities of the Republic of Azerbaijan.  

Furthermore, the seminar was harshly criticized by the Iran’ Islamic Council Parliament. The 

critique called for the cancelation of the Turkmenchay treaty, which was signed on the 21st of 

February, 1828, between Russia (Tsarists) and Iran (Ghajar State) and re-annexation of the 

territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan to Iran. 

Turkey and Caucasus expert, Elyas Vahedi, criticized the Iranian reactions to the seminar 

saying he found these responses emotional and illogical. According to Vahedi, an emotional 

response based on heroism has a harmful impact on Azerbaijan-Iran relations and 

undermines the possibilities of potential effective cooperation. He also notes that there is not 

any applicable legal qualification for this form of criticism. Vahedi underlined the political 

impossibility of annexation, emphasizing the role of soft power as a unique way to better 

solidify potential geo-cultural opportunities. 

Vahedi attributes the source of the discriminatory policy against the Turks in Iran to the 

Pahlavi regime before 1979. He mentions that although the Islamic Republic of Iran has not 

switched to the implementation stage of reform, remedial regulations have been made. He 

notes that some weaknesses regarding ethnic identity issues provide a pretext for foreign 

intervention by external powers and should be removed.  

http://iras.ir/vdcfv1d0.w6dcyagiiw.html (Accessed: 27.01.2014) 

 

3- - - - - - -  

Hossein Zarrini history professor of Shahid Beheshti University, 08.01.2013. 

Translation of the article brief: 

History of Iran-Georgia relations  

Hossein Zarrini a professor of Tehran’s Shahid Beheshti University in his article published by 

Institute of Iran and Eurasia Studies considers the Derbent Wall in the Caucasus as a natural 

wall between Iran and Aniran (non-Iran/non-Aryan), describing the people living in southern 

side of the wall as Iranian Peoples. Mentioning the historical relations between Iran and 

Georgia and considering the assumption that Georgia is a part of Iranian Plateau, Zarrini also 

defines Georgians as an Iranian ethnic group. He also refers to some Old Persian poetries of 
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Georgian poets and considers them as another fact that proves Georgians are actually 

Iranian people. According to Zarrini, the cultural similarities between the peoples of Georgia 

and Iran are much more than the differences and that they have a common historical 

memory. He criticizes the Georgians’ antipathy against Iran resulted by some historical 

events and suggests that rereading history is necessary. 

http://iras.ir/vdcjiye8.uqeamzsffu.html (erişim: 27.01.2014) 

 

4- - - - - - -  

Anonymous, 26.05.2012. 

Translation of the article brief: 

Persian Holidays and Festivals 

An article published by Institute of Iran and Eurasia Studies about holidays and festivals of 

Iranian People suggests that ceremonies associated with mourning and sorrow were not 

welcomed and as a result not common among pre-Islamic Iranians. The article asserts that 

most festivals and ceremonies such as Nowruz, Sadeh, Last Wednesday Eve (a fire jumping 

festival), Mehregan, and Yalda are rooted in Zoroastrianism and do belong to Arian race and 

Persian culture. The author supports his/her claims by citing Shahnameh of Ferdowsi and 

Iranian epic stories. 

http://iras.ir/vdciwzar.t1a5y2bcct.html (27.01.2014) 

 

5- - - - - - -  

Fatemeh Atri, 12.02.2014. 

Translation of the article brief: 

The influence of İslamic Revolution [of Iran] in Post-Soviet states 

Fatemeh Atri in her article published by Institute of Iran and Eurasia Studies comments on 

the influence of Islamic Revolution of Iran over post-Soviet countries. She suggests that such 

an influence, especially in cultural aspect, in the states situated in Central Asia and the 

Caucasus is much more significant. Atri points out that Islamic Revolution has affected the 

re-identification processes in these countries. The cultural, historical, religious and linguistic 

bonds between Iran and above countries has been formed and developed based on 

elements such as common racial and ethnic identity, Persian language, traditions and 

http://iras.ir/vdcjiye8.uqeamzsffu.html
http://iras.ir/vdciwzar.t1a5y2bcct.html
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customs, Islam and Nowruz. According to her, the Islamic identity in these countries has 

been strengthened by Islamic Revolution of Iran. 

Fatemeh Atri states that the improvement in cultural relations between Iran and The 

Caucasian and Central Asian countries has been depending on projects like introducing the 

works of Iranian writers and poets and translating them to the languages of those countries; 

distributing selected books in the region; providing scholarship for students who will to study 

Persian language and literature; and establishing institutes of Persian language and culture. 

Atri emphasize on the necessity of such efforts on the basis of common traditions and 

Persian language, stating that the efforts will be continued. She criticize Iran’s cultural policy 

in the region for not being inadequate, mentioning that the Russian, Arab and Turkish 

cultures are more influential. Atri believes that not having a sufficient number of Persian 

language and culture centers outside Iran is a factor that prevents the spreading of Persian 

culture in an effective way. 

http://iras.ir/vdcivvap.t1apy2bcct.html (27.03.2014) 
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Books: 

1- - - - - - - 

Douglas, William O. (1951). New York: Harper & Brothers 

Citation from the book: 

Strange Lands and Friendly People 

"When the Persian Army returned to Azerbaijan, it came with a roar. Soldiers ran riot, looting 

and plundering, taking what they wanted. The Russian Army had been on its best behaviour. 

The Persian Army--the army of emancipation--was a savage army of occupation. It left a 

brutal mark on the people. The beards of peasants were burned, their wives and daughters 

raped. Houses were plundered; livestock was stolen. The Army was out of control. Its 

mission had been liberation, but it preyed on the civilians, leaving death and destruction 

behind." (Douglas, 1951: 45) 

https://archive.org/details/strangelandsandf000269mbp (Accessed: 17.02.14) and 

http://archive.org/stream/strangelandsandf000269mbp/strangelandsandf000269mbp_djvu.txt 

(Accessed: 22.10.14) 

 

2- - - - - - - 

Kasravi, Ahmad. (1946). Place and Publisher Uncertain. 

Citation from the book: 

Azeri, or ancient Azerbaijani language 

Neither had Azerbaijan been part of Aryan or Iran, nor has its language any Aryan roots until 

the past centuries AD, and, Azeri language has been there up to the sixth century. It must be 

said that Azeri language is the Median language, which after arrival of Medes people to the 

region, has mixed with the previous native language of Azerbaijan and has taken a different 

color and style. I would rather say that this [Azeri] has emerged from Median language, but it 

is not a Median language. And for this reason, we call it “half-language”. Azeri had been a 

“speaking (oral) language”, thus there had not been the written form of it, and if there existed 

any, it had been destroyed. 

http://sorgulamazamani.com/fas/sanal-kitaplik/4/aadhr-a-zban-bastan-aadhrbajan/#.VG-QxouUd8E (Accessed: 

15.01.14) 

END 
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